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TensCam relieves Australian cellist's wrist pain
Painful tendons in her right
wrist had made playing the
cello nearly impossible for
Sarah Cuming, a musician
in Australia's Orchestra
Victoria. Then her
osteopath introduced her
to TensCam.
Sarah has been a
professional cellist for 35
years. "Our orchestra
plays for the ballet and the
opera at the Victorian Arts Center, and we do
concerts and tours," she says. "It's a full-time
job."
Wrist pain threatens Sarah's career
A year and a half ago, Sarah started
experiencing severe wrist pain. "I developed a
problem in the tendons on the thumb side of
my right wrist," she explains. "The tendons
were rubbing against the sheath, which
actually shredded the tendons. They became
swollen and inflamed."
Conventional treatment didn't help much
Sarah wasn't in a position to rest her wrist. "I
just kept working," she recalls. "I tried to reduce
my workload, but when you're in the middle of
an opera season, you can't pull out. I just kept
limping along and started treatment.
"I had therapy; I went to see a surgeon and I
had two cortisone injections," Sarah explains.
"The hand therapy didn't help very much.
Certainly putting the wrist in a brace didn't
help."

TensCam relieves her pain and swelling
Then Sarah began treatments with cranial
osteopath Dion Kulak, DO. "Dr. Kulak had
purchased a TensCam and she taught me how
to use it," she recalls.
Sarah was so impressed with the TensCam
that she bought one. "The TensCam has had a
remarkable effect," she says. "It reduces the
swelling when I'm doing a lot of playing. I use
the TensCam in the morning, or at night before
bed if I've had a hard day's work and the wrist
is a bit swollen. Or both.
"I think the TensCam is really helping," says
Sarah. "I'm quite impressed with it. I'm feeling
very positive that I'll be able to have a complete
recovery."

Ask Dr. Crosby
Is your new CAMS book available yet?
Yes--the book is hot off the press. Click here to
order Beyond Pills, Knives & Needles: Relieve Pain
& Inflammation with 21st Century Quantum-based
Technology.The price is $20 plus shipping and
handling. In the book, I explain how TensCam
products use scalar energy to relieve pain and
inflammation.
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